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Let C be the field ofcomplex numbers and let GL(n, C) denote the general linear 
group of order n over C. Let n be the sum of m positive integers p,, . . pm and 
consider the block diagonal subgroup GL(p,, C) x ‘. x CL@,,,, C). The adjoint 
representation of the Lie group GL(n, C) on its Lie algebra gives rise to the coad- 
joint representation of GL(n, C) on the symmetric algebra of all polynomial func- 
tions on W(n, C). The polynomials that are fixed by the restriction of the coadjoint 
representation o the block diagonal subgroup form a subalgebra c lled the algebra 
of invariants. A finite s t of generators of this algebra is explicitly determined and 
the connection with the generalized Casimir invariant differential operators i
established. 6 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let @ be the field of complex numbers and let G = GL(N, C) denote the 
general linear g oup of order N over @. Let 6 denote the Lie algebra of G, 
then @I can be identified with BI(N, C), the Lie algebra of all matrices of
order N over @ under the usual commutator product. Then G acts on 6 
via the adjoint representation 
(g,X)+g.X=gXg-’ (gsG, XEB). 
Let S= S(6*) denote the symmetric algebra ofall complex-valued polyno- 
mial functions on 6, then we have the coadjoint representation of G on S, 
k,f)-+g.f (g E G, f E S), 
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where (g.f)(X)=f(g-’ .X)-f(g-‘Xg) (XEB). Let K be a subgroup of
G, then apolynomial f E S is said to be K-invariant if k. f = f for all kE K. 
The subalgebra of ll K-invariant polynomials is denoted bySK. 
Let XE 6 and consider itscharacteristic polynomial n the indeterminate t, 
~~(t)=det(Z-tX)= 1 -q,(X)t+cp,(X) t2-... +(-l)“qN(X) tN. 
Then it can be shown that 
xil iI . . ’ xi, i,, 
cp,(X)=Cdet i i , [ 1 xiAil “’ xisis 
where the sum is over all s-shuhles (ii, . .i,), i, < i, < . . . < i,, 1d s < N. 
Define os, 1 <s < N, by a,(X) = tr(Xs), XE6. Then we have the 
following fundamental heorem for the theory of G-invariant polynomials 
(cf. [We, Chap. I]). 
THEOREM 1. The algebra SG is generated by the constants and the 
algebraically independent polynomials cp, . . qN. The same statement also 
holds for ol, . . cN, Moreover, the following recursive formula lso holds: 
l-l)” Ck+ ‘)(Pk+l= C (F1)‘(Pioj+l, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
i+j=k 
A proof of this theorem, using algebraic geometry, canbe found in [Sp, 
Chap. 11, for example, orin [Kr, Chap. II]. The most important part 
consists in howing that here exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
the invariants of he group G and the invariants of its diagonal subgroup. 
This fact was generalized by C.Chevalley in atheorem onlifting variants 
of the Weyl group of a semisimple Li group to the group itself (cf., e.g., 
[Hu, Sect. 23.1, Chap. VI] or [Va, Sect.4.91). 
C. Procesi gave ageneralization of Theorem 1as follows. Consider the 
diagonal ction fG on 6(i)@ .. @ 6(“) where ach O(j), 1 < i < m, is a 
copy of 6: 
k, (Xl >. .> J-d) + g (Xl” ..> X,) = (gX, g-l, . .) gx, g-l). 
This action induces an action (the diagonal representation) of G on 
s((w))* 0 ... @(Q(“))*) which is isomorphic toS((cti(‘))*)@ ... @
S((6jicm))*). Consider the polynomial functions given by 
(X , , . . X,) -+ Xi, .. . X, + Tr(Xi, . .X,), 
which will be denoted byTr(Xi, ... X,). The indices i,,. . i, may not be all 
distinct. 
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THEOREM 2 [Prl, Pr2]. The algebra of invariants under such an action 
of G is finitely generated bythe functions oftype Tr(X,, X . . . X,), where 
one may restrict to he case k< 2N - 1. 
We are going to give another generalization of Theorem 1 which is in the 
context of the theory of dual pairs (see [Hol]) is the natural “dual 
theorem” to Theorem 2 (this will be clarified later). For this we set 
G’ = GL(n, C) and 6’= Bl(n, C); we use the primes on G’ and 6 
to indicate he dual Lie group and dual Lie algebra to G and 6, respec- 
tively. Let (pl, ..  .p,) be an m-tuple of positive integers such that 
p, + ... + pm = n, and consider the block diagonal subgroup K’ of G’ 
which consists of elements ofthe form 
where kje GL(p,, C), 1 < i < m, so that K’ is isomorphic tothe group 
GL(p,, C) x . . . x GL(p,, C). Again we have the adjoint representation of 
G’ on S’ = S((S’)*). We propose to find a set of generators for (S’)“‘, the 
subalgebra ofall polynomials inS’ which are K’-invariant. For this we 
partition a general e ement YE 6’ in block matrices inthe form 
where each [Y],, is a p,, xpv matrix, 1 d U, v d m. 
We propose to establish thefollowing 
THEOREM 3. The algebra of all K’-invariant polynomials i finitely 
generated bythe constants and the functions ofthe form 
‘WC Yl.,,, C Yl.,,, . . . CYl.,,,) 
for all ui = 1, . . m, i = 1, . . q. 
This theorem obviously generalizes Theorem 1 for the extreme case 
where m= 1 and p=n. 
In proving Theorem 3 we rely on Theorem 2, on a generalization of 
Casimir invariants, and also n the notion of complementary (ordual) pairs 
of reductive groups which was initially developed byMoshinsky for several 
pairs of groups (cf. [MQ] and the literature cited therein), andlater was 
studied xtensively by many physicists andmathematicians. For acomplete 
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history ofits development, see [Hol]. The term “dual pairs” was coined 
by R. Howe who gave alist of dual pairs in [Ho1 ] (see also [Ho21 for 
several interesting properties concerning thepair (GL(n, C), GL(N, C))). In
answering a question fB. Van der Waerden, H.Casimir discovered the
now celebrated Casimir operator (cf. [Cal), and together with Van der 
Waerden gave the first algebraic proof of the complete r ducibility of the
finite dimensional representations of thesemisimple Li algebras. The
theory of Casimir invariants or invariant differential operators was studied 
in depth by Harish-Chandra [HC], S. Helgason [He], B. Kostant [Ko], 
D. Zelobenko [Ze], M. Moshinsky [MO], H. Zassenhauss [Za], 
L. Abellanas and L. Martinez Alonso [AM], and Dixmier [Di], to cite 
just a few authors. In the next section we will review the relationship 
between the invariant polynomials ndthe invariant differential operators 
and their p operties; thisis necessary forthe proof of Theorem 3given in 
Section 3.The second named author expresses hi deep gratitude to the 
members of the Mathematical Institute of the University of Heidelberg 
where apreliminary version fthis article waswritten (cf. [TT]). 
II. THE CANONICAL I~OMORPHISM BETWEEN S(B) AND U(6) 
Although 8&n, C) and BZ(N, C) are reductive not semisimple, the
properties of reductive Li algebras can almost always be trivially deduced 
from the corresponding properties of semisimple Li algebras. Thus in this 
section we shall assume that 6 is a semisimple Li algebra. This brief 
summary is essentially taken from [Di, Go]. 
Let 8 be a semisimple Li algebra over afield k of characteristic zero. 
We may regard 8 as a vector space over k and form the tensor algebra of
6, the direct sum T(6) = 7’=Cna,, T”of the tensor powers T”(6) = T” = 
6 @ . . . @ 8 (n times). Let I denote the two-sided ideal of T generated by 
all elements X@ Y - Y&X’ (X, YE 8). The quotient algebra S =S(6) =
T/I is the symmetric algebra of 0). Let J denote the two-sided ideal of T 
generated by all elements 
X@ Y- rgx- [X, Y] (X, YE@). 
The quotient algebra T/J is the universal enveloping al ebra U E U(6) of 6 
The chain of subspaces U0c U, c ... U, c ... where U, E U,(B) is the 
image of the subspace xi< ,, T’ of T defines the canonical filtration of 6. If 
u is a nonzero element of U, the smallest integer n such that uE U, is 
termed the filtration of u. Define the vector space r” = U,/ U, _ 1 for n2 0, 
with the convention that UP, = (0), so that r” = U, = k. Let r be the 
direct sum CnaO r” and define a product onr in the following way: given 
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an element U of TP represented by u in U,, and an element V of f q 
represented by u in U,, let U. V be the lement ofrpf4 which is represented 
by uv in U,+,. Then it is easy (cf. [Di, Chap. II]) to verify that his multi- 
plication s well-defined a d r equipped with this multiplication is an 
associative and commutative algebra termed the graded algebra associated 
with the filtered algebra U of 8. 
Since the composition T” + U, + r” is surjective, we have the 
commutative diagram 
where S” denotes the &h-symmetric power of the vector space 8, and $,,, 
z,, 8, are the corresponding ca onical projections, and (Pi s the restriction 
of the canonical isomorphism ofS on r which is induced bythe surjection 
T+ r and implemented by the Poincart-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. An
element ofU is said to be symmetric homogeneous ofdegree n if it is the 
canonical image in U of a tensor which is symmetric of degree n over 8. 
The set of elements of U which are symmetric homogeneous ofdegree n is 
denoted byU”. Then it is easy to verify that U, = U,,+ ,@ U” so that we 
have the following canonical bijection @,, of S” onto U” termed the 
symmetrization. If X,, . . X,, E8 then 
The adjoint representation of Q on itself defined byad(X)(Y) = [X, Y] 
extends uniquely toa derivation of 8 on S (resp. U) which is again called 
the adjoint representation of 8 on S (resp. U). These actions of8 on S 
and U make S and U into B-modules ina natural way. We then have the 
following fundamental heorem : 
The canonical bijection @ of S onto U (or @, of S” onto U”) is a 
B-module isomorphism. 
Now let G be the adjoint group ofS (cf. [Di, Chap. I]) then we have the 
adjoint representation Ad, of G on 8 defined byAd(g)X= gXg-’ (cf. [Go, 
Chap. 5, Sect. 6,Tome 21) whose differential is he adjoint representation 
ad,. We can identify 8 with 8* and S((zi) with S(B*). Therefore, the
adjoint representation of G on (tj extends tothe adjoint (or coadjoint) 
representation of G S so that Sis a G-module. Similarly we can consider 
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U as a G-module and we also have the following theorem (cf. [Go, 
Chap. 5, Tome 23): 
The canonical bijection @ of S on U (or a, of S” on Un) is a G-module 
isomorophism. 
Now let p be a representation of G in a finite dimensional vector space 
V over k, then the differential dp ofp is a representation of 6 on V defined 
by 
for all f~ V. Then dp extends uniquely to a representation of U on V. If 
u E U then the element dp(u) commutes with all elements p(g), ge G, iff 
[dp(u), p(g)] =O. It follows that 
[Mu), &(X)1 = ,‘fio 
L 
MuI, f (p(exp tW- 1,) 
I 
= 0; 
that is, dp(u) commutes dp(X), VXE 8. Conversely, if dp(u) commutes with 
dp(X), VXE 8, then since G is semisimple and connected we have 
exp(B)={expX:XE(lj}=G 
and 
dexp J3 = exp(&(W) = f --$ (44X))“, 
n=O ’ 
and 
Mu). 
Thus dp(u) p(g)=p(g) dp(u), VgEG; i.e., dp(u) commutes with p(g), 
VgEG. 
Now let K be a closed and connected subgroup of G with corresponding 
Lie algebra si. An element u E U is said to be K-invariant wi h respect top 
(resp. R-invariant with respect to dp) if [dp(u), p(k)] =0 VkEA (resp. 
[dp(u), dp(X)] =O, VXEA). It follows from the preceding discussion that 
u E U is K-invariant wi h respect top iff uis R-invariant wi h respect todp. 
In particular, an element u E U is said to be K-invariant (resp. R-invariant) 
if Ad,(k)u=u, VkEK (resp. ad,(X)u=Xu-uX=O b’X~s2). 
Similarly, an element f~ V is said to be K-invariant (resp. R-invariant) 
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with respect to p (resp. dp) if p(k)f=f Vk E K (resp. dp(X)f= 0VXE R). 
In particular when V= S, p = Ad,, dp = ad,, we have the notion of 
K-invariant (resp. R-invariant) polynomial functions. It is also easy to verify 
that a polynomial is K-invariant iff it is s-invariant. Now consider the 
canonical m p@: S + U as an isomorphism of K-modules (or R-modules), 
then it is easy to verify that (cf. [Go, Chap. 5, Sect. 15, Tome 21) a polyno- 
mial pE S is K-invariant (orS2-invariant) iff the differential operator @p(p) is 
K-invariant (orA-invariant). 
A final remark stemming from the discussion above is that he notions 
of K-invariance and H-invariance are quivalent-a fact hat we shall 
tacitly assume in the next section. 
III. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this ection weare going to give aproof of Theorem 3. This will be 
achieved through several lemmas. 
Let C” x N denote the complex-vector space of all nx N matrices and let 
G = GL(N, C). Let .Y be the algebra ofall polynomial functions  C” x N. 
We partition a matrix ZE Cnx N in block form as ZI z= [I ;)Z,
where ach Zi, 1 < i < m, is a pi x N matrix with pi < N for all i, and such 
that p, + . . . + pm = n. We define anaction fthe direct product (or direct 
sum) KE G(l) x . . . x G(“), where ach G(j), 1 <id m, is a copy of G, on 
62 nx N given by 
z, g1 
Z.(g,, . . . . EL)= [ 1 i . zm gm 
From this action there is a natural diagonal ction fthe group G which 
is isomorphic to the diagonal group {(g, . . g), gE G} on Cnx N by z, g zg= [ 1 ; ) (ZE,,~~, gEG). zmg 
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The group G’ = GL(n, C) acts naturally on C” x N by left multiplication. It 
follows that K’ E GL(m,, C) x . .. x GL(m,, C) acts on k”” N via k,Z, W I, . ..k.).Z= [ 1 ; , ki E GL(m,, k), 16 i < m. k,Zn 
These actions give rise to the actions onG(‘) x . . . x G’“‘, G’, G, and K’ on 
9 via 
(Rk, , . . g,)f)(Z)=f(Z.(g,,..., g,)) 
(R(g) f)(Z) =f(ZgL gEG 
@4g’)f)(z) =f(k’)-’ Z), g’ E G’ 
(L((k,, . .km)) f)(Z) =f((k,, .. km)-’ .Z), (k,, .. k,) E K’. 
Let L,, (resp. Rv) denote the infinitesimal operators ofL (resp. R)corres- 
ponding to the standard basis (eDa} (resp. (eii}) of the Lie algebra 
6’ = Bl(n, C) (resp. 6 = BI(N, C)) of G’ (resp. G). Then we obtain 
and 
RF’=1 Zki &, 1 di, jQN, 
k kJ 
where in the third expression k ranges over all rows of the submatrix Z,for 
a fixed index s, 1 <s < m, of the matrix Z, z= [I ;.Z,
The infinitesimal operators L,,, 1 Q ~1, /I < n, form a basis for the Lie 
algebra 6’ with commutation relations 
CL,,, L “l =&QJmv -L&l7 1 d a, p, p, v < n. 
Similarly, foreach fixed S, 1 <S <m, the infinitesimal operators Rf’, 1 < i, 
j< N, form a basis for the Lie algebra 6’“’ with commutation relations 
CR!” Rjs,‘] = Sjk RI,“’ - 6,iR&. rJ ’
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The basis (Lip} generates a universal enveloping al ebra U(cti’) of right- 
invariant differential operators which also acts on .!Y. Moreover, bythe 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem (cf. [Di]) the ordered monomials inL,, 
form abasis for U(6’). 
Among the infinitesimal operators L,,j we have the particular operators 
L c+&~ P= Ply .“2 Pm, which correspond to the infinitesimal operators f the 
group GL(p,, C), 1 < r < m, acting on9. They generate the Lie subalgebra 
QQP,, a=) x ... xWP,, C) (or Bl(p, C) 0 ... 0 Bl(p,, C) of 6’) which is 
identified w thA’. We have the following proposition (see [Di]). 
Let @’ denote the canonical bijection of S(B’) onto U(S’) then @’ can be 
considered as aK’-module isomorphism. 
Similarly, theinfinitesimal operators Rg’, 1 6 i, j< N, 1 d s < m, 
generate the universal enveloping algebra U(B”’ x . x @ii’“‘) or 
U((si”‘@ .@ 6’“‘) and we also have the following proposition (see [Di, 
Corollary 2.2.123). 
The multilinear mapping (u,, .. u,) -+ u, “.u, of U(Q”)) x ... x
U((li(“‘)) into U(@(‘) x . . x 6’“)) defines an algebra isomorphism of
U(B(l))@ .. @ (Qcm)) onto U(B(‘) x . . . x CGi’“)). 
Now let R’“’ denote the N x N matrix (Rg’), 1<s 6 m, and consider 
the generalized Casimir operators in U(B’” x .. x@Ii’“‘) given by the 
noncommutative operators 
(R”‘, . . R’“‘) + @I’ . . Rh’ + Tr(R(‘l’R(‘2) . . . R’“‘) 
(denoted byTr( R(“) . . R’lk’)). Theindices i 1,.  .  i, may not be all distinct. 
Consider the diagonal ction fG on U(B”’ x . . x (fi’“‘), thenwe have 
the following 
LEMMA 3.1. The subalgebra ofall G-invariant differential operators of
the universal enveloping al ebra U((si”’ x .. . x 6@“) is finitely generated by
the generalized Casimir operators Tr( R(“’ . . Rcik’) and the constants. 
Proof: First let us show that each differential operator Tr( R(“) .. . R’“‘) 
is K-invariant. Following [Ze] we construct generalized Casimir operators 
as follows. Letthe diagonal ction U(B”‘x ... x6’“‘) be defined by
CRj/c, u (‘)@ . . @@‘] = f u”‘@ . . . @ CR:;‘, u’“‘] @ . . . Q@’ 
.s= 1
for all (j, k), 1 < j, k < N, and extend by linearity to general e ements in
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U((s”) x . . . x (fj(,)). We now assume that U((si(‘) x . .. x CY~~“)) contains a 
system of elements uii, 1< i, j6 N such that 
CR,,, uii] = dr;Ukj - s,, ui,. 
Then clearly, 
Now let (uii}, { ui,} be two such systems. Ifwii = C,“= iuikukj, 1 6 i, j< n, 
then wii forms a system of the same type. Indeed, we have 
N 
CR/c,, WQI = R,/, C Uihvhl 
h=l 1 
= ,lfl 1 CR,,, uihl uhj + uihCRtc/, Ohjl > 
= h$, {t61iukh - 6 hkUil) Ohj+ uih(61hvkj- sjk”hl)> 
Starting with { uii} of the form 
u..=l@ . ..@R!“‘@ . ..@I. 
1J rJ l<i, j<N, 
for s = 1, . . m, we see by induction that 
Tr( R(“) .. . R”k’) = Rj;l,‘,Rj$ . . . @kS)I, 
where in the equation above we adopt Einstein’s convention fsumming 
over repeated indices, are indeed G-invariant. 
Now set S = S(B”’ x . . . x 8’“‘), U = U(B”’ x . . . x 8”“) and consider 
S and U as R-modules. From Section 3 we have the following commutative 
diagram : 
S(k) - uk= iTk’@Ukp 
‘\-;1 
I 
ek 
rk= UkjUk-, 
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where Qk is the symmetrization and Ok is the canonical projection. Let 
d, jk denote the images in U of the polynomials Tr(X, .. . XiJ by the sym- 
metrization. Thenby Theorem 2 and by the facts cited in Section 2 it 
follows that he differential operators d, jk generate the subalgebra of all 
G-invariant differential operators in U. Now for afixed k-tuple (iI, ... . ik) 
we set ci, ik =Tr(R”’ . .I@), then clearly B,(d, iJ = O,(c, J. There- 
fore, the difference ci, ik -d, ik belongs toUk ~ 1. Since both ci,. jk and 
A, ...c belong to the algebra ofG-invariant differential operators their dif- 
ference b longs tothis algebra aswell. For k = 1, obviously ci, =di,. By 
induction we may assume that ci, .i, generate the G-invariant differential 
operators of degree I <k - 1. It follows that d,, c can be expressed in 
terms of cil ik and the ci, ;, for Id k - 1. This concludes theproof of the 
lemma. 1 
Now let us recall that he universal enveloping algebra U(0’) is 
generated by the infinitesimal operators L,,= zy=, 2,,(8/8Z,,), 1 <CI, 
/3 6N. We write the matrix [L] = [L, s], 1< ol, /? <IV, in block form as 
where ach CL],, is a pU x pv matrix, 1 dU, u < m, in the same way as the 
block partition of the matrix YE 6’ in Theorem 3. Considering U(W) as a 
P-module (or R-module), we then have the K-invariant differential 
operators in U(W). A non-commutative race operator L,,-+ Tr( CL].,., 
[L],,,,... [I!,].,,,), ui= 1, .. m; i= 1, . . q, will be denoted simply by 
Tr(CLl.,.,CLlu,.,-~ CLI ,,,). 
LEMMA 3.2. The subalgebra of all K/-invariant differential operators of 
the universal enveloping algebra U(6’) is finitely generated by the constants 
and the generalized Casimir operators Tr( CL],,,, CL].,,, ... CL],,,,). 
First let us show that he generalized Casimir operators Tr( CL].,., 
. . . [L] 
&!;;;b,, Tr(it?) 
) can be expressed in terms of the generalized Casimir 
. . . I@‘) of Lemma 3.1, and vice versa. To simplify the
proof of the latter we will call the operators T (CL],,,, .. . CL].,,,) left 
Casimir invariants and the operators Tr(@’ . . . IP’) right Casimir 
invariants and adopt he Einstein convention of summing over epeated 
indices. We will also use the obvious identity 
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We are now going to proceed by induction the degree of these 
operators. For k= 1 we have Tr(R’“‘) = R$’ = ZEi(a/aZ,,) = L  = Tr( CL],,) 
for all s= 1, . . m so that he assertion s certainly true. Assume the state- 
ment true for all positive integers <k - 1 and let Ri, i= 1, . . k, be k 
elements not necessarily al  distinct in he set {R”‘, . . R’“‘}. The typical 
right Casimir nvariant of degree k is of the form 
Tr(R, ... R/J = Ri,i,Ri,i, ... Riki,, ldi,<N, l<j<k. 
By definition, we have 
a a a = z., - 
az,,, z02i2 
a z -. . . 
a-c, ;
-z - ah-lik-1 az,,_,, lklk azeki, 
a 
az,, iz'~2 
a z a = zcl,;* - -. . ~ 
az,, ; ai-Ii&-1 az,,_,,, 
X lza,ik) 
= -~~,tr(R,...R,_,)+Z,,;, &--’ 
a, 12 
Z 
where in general j?,, denotes the cardinality of the range of CI,. Byinduction, 
Tr(R, .. . R, _ ,) can be expressed in terms of the left Casimir nvariants of 
degree d k - 1. And 
If c(&r and 01~ do not have the same range then BXk-,,ak=O andthe 
expression above becomes 
a a a Zrnli, -...- 
az,, izazxki, Z-ik-1 azork_,,jk 
~ z,,, i&i 
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otherwise itbecomes 
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( a z 
a 
> 
a - . . . -fi~kZalil az,,, - Gkik akdk-2 azNkm2,, az ,, 
a 
LZ 
a - . 
+ Zh az,,,, az,,,, - Zxkik -i*-I az,,_,,, 
and in the last expression the first term is equal to 
-d,, Tr(R, ...k2) Dxk+Zcrkik & lk lk >
= -(da,)’ Tr(R, ...R.-, J-d,, WR,, . . . L,) WR,). 
So by induction itsuffices to compute 
a a a 
Z -. .- "11~1 az,,, az,,,, Zk-l,ik-~ azorkmlik ___ z,,, ik' 
and by iteration t suffices to compute 
The first term of the expression above is the product of -p,+ 1L,,,, with 
a factor of the same form as the expression that we want to compute, but 
of one degree less. In the second term, the factor (a/aZ,,+,) ZK,+,ii+l s 
replaced byL1,+,9. So by iterating this process weeventually get to terms 
of the form 
L,,., L ,,,-, . . .L,,,, LZ,E,’ 
48111451-14 
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But the last expression s just aleft Casimir operator. Thus the induction 
is completed, andso is the proof of our assertion. 
As we have seen there are many ways to express a right Casimir operator 
of the form Tr(R(“) . . .Rcik)) in terms of left generalized Casimir operators 
and vice versa; nevertheless it i  important to note that heir filtration must 
be the same. 
Now an argument similar tothe one used in Lemma 3.1 shows that 
the left generalized Casimir operators Tr( [L] u1 u2 [L] uzu~ . ..[L] 14~14, ) are
indeed K’-invariant differential operators in U(S’). It follows that we 
have shown that he algebra ofall G-invariant differential operators in 
(q(y)“’ x ... x (5’“‘) is contained in the algebra ofall K’-invariant differen- 
tial operators in U(0’). It is clear that he conclusion of the lemma will 
follow if we can show that he two algebras ofinvariant differential 
operators given above actually coincide. In the next section weare going 
to prove this assertion by invoking the reciprocity lawfor the pairs (G, K) 
and (G’, K’) which in our context can be described as follows. 
If the algebra 9 of all polynomial functions  Cflx N is equipped with 
the inner produce (., .) defined bythe quation 
(PI? P2) =Pl(D) PA-3 IZ=O (PI, P*EP) 
then its completion s the Fock space 5 of holomorphic square-integrable 
functions (cf. [KT3]). The group K = G(l) x ... x G’“’ acts on 9 via the 
right action 
while the group K’ acts on 9 via the left action 
We have the following 
THEOREM ([HOG, KTl, KT2, KT3]). (1) The representation LK’@ RK 
of K’ x K on 8 is decomposed into irreducible subrepresentations labeled by 
the double signature (u’, u), where u’ is an irreducible representation of K
indexed by an n-tuple of integers of the form 
with My) > MC’) > . . . 2 Mg) > 0, 1 < i< m, and u is a tensor product of 
irreducible r p~esktations ofK = G(l) x . . x G’“) indexed by the same 
n-tuple of integers (for convenience the zeros occurring in the signatures of
irreducible representations f the general inear groups involved in both K’ 
and K may be suppressed). Moreover, each irreducible subspace in this 
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orthogonal direct sum decomposition of B is an isotypic component of both 
u’ and u, where the isotypic component of u’ (resp. ’) is the direct sum in 
2F of all K’ (resp. K)irreducible submodules quivalent to ,u’ (resp. u). 
(2) The diagonal subgroup G c K acts on 9 via the right action 
CR”(g)f l(Z) =f(Zg), 
the group G’ 1 K acts on SF via the left action 
[LG’(h)f](Z)=f(hh’Z). 
The representation Lo @ R” of G’ x G on B is decomposed into irreducible 
subrepresentations labeled bythe double signature (A’, ,I), where I’ (resp. 1)
is an irreducible representation of G’ indexed by an r-tuple ofintegers, the
same for both 1.’ and 2, satisfying thedominant condition 
1, 2 122 . . 2 I,3 0, r = min(n, N). 
Moreover, each irreducible subspace inthis orthogonal direct sum decom- 
position f9 is an isotypic component of both 2’ and 2. 
(3) The multiplicity d m Horn@‘, %’ 1 k,) of the irreducible representa- 
tion u’ of K’ in the restriction o K’of the irreducible representation I,’ of G’ 
is equal to the multiplicity d m Hom(l, u) of the irreducible representation ,I 
of G in the Kronecker p oduct representation u of G. 
From [KT2] it follows that he linear space of intertwining operators 
Hom(l, p) for each pair (A, p) in part (3) of the theorem above can be 
spanned by G-invariant differential operators (these were used to “break 
the multiplicity” of A in ~1 in [KT2]). Similarly, Horn@‘, 1’ IKC) can be 
spanned by K’-invariant differential operators. Now the conclusion ofpart 
(3) of the theorem above, i.e., dim Hom(l, p) = dim Hom(p’, I’ 1 K,), implies 
that here is a one-to-one correspondence between G-invariant differential 
operators and K’-invariant differential operators. Thus these two algebras 
of invariant differential operators coincide, and hence the proof of 
Lemma 3.2 is also completed. 
LEMMA 3.3. A polynomial function f(Y), y E 8, is K’-invariant iffhe 
generalized Casimir operator f(L), where f(L) is obtained from f(Y) by 
replacing Y,by L,, is K’-invariant. 
Proof: From a proposition cited previously we can consider the canoni- 
cal bijection @‘:S(0’) -+ U(B’) as a R’-module isomorphism. An argument 
similar tothe one used in Lemma 3.1 shows that his isomorphism carries 
the K’-invariant differential operators of U((si’) onto the K’-invariant 
polynomials ofS(S’). 1 
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Theorem 3follows immediately from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. 
Remark. A generalized l ft Casimir operator for the case K’ = 
GL(2, C) x GL(2, C) c GL(4, C) = G’ was discovered by Moshinsky [MO]. 
The generalized Casimir operators were used in [KT] to resolve the 
multiplicity problem for arbitrary tensor p oducts ofGL(N, a=). 
Conclusion. We have given a finite s t of generators f K’-invariant 
polynomials of the form 
Tr(CYl.,.,CYl.,,,- CYl. ,,h 
however, itis still not clear to us what kind of bound we can impose on 
q. Such a bound must clearly depend on both nand the pi’s; the extreme 
case when m = 1 and p = n which corresponds to Weyl’s Theorem 1, the 
bound on q is n. In the course of the proof of Theorem 3, we introduced 
the generalized Casimir operators, a notion that is very important in
Physics. The case when all p’s are equal to 1 corresponds to the cycle 
defined byZelobenko [Ze, Chap. 9, Sect. 631. Finally, this idea of using 
dual pairs to find invariants can be applied toother eductive dual pairs; 
we intend toinvestigate thisin a future publication. 
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